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Abstra t

We des ribe the Dut h word sense disambiguation data submitted to senseval-2, and give
preliminary results on the data using a WSD
system based on memory-based learning and
statisti al keyword sele tion.
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Introdu tion

Solving lexi al ambiguity, or word sense disambiguation (WSD), is an important task in Natural Language Pro essing systems. Mu h like
synta ti word- lass disambiguation, it is not a
end in itself, but rather a subtask of other natural language pro essing tasks (Kilgarri and
Rozenzweig, 2000). The problem is far from
solved, and resear h and ompetition in the development of WSD systems in isolation is merited, preferrably on many di erent languages
and genres.
Here we introdu e the rst ele troni Dut h
word-sense annotated orpus, that was olle ted
under a so iolinguisti resear h proje t (S hrooten and Vermeer, 1994), and was kindly donated by the team oordinators to the WSD
systems ommunity. In this paper we des ribe
the original data and the prepro essing steps
that were applied to it before submission to the
senseval-2, in Se tion 2. We also present the
rst, preliminary, results obtained with mbwsdd, the Memory-Based Word-Sense Disambiguation system for Dut h, that uses statisti al keyword sele tion, in Se tion 3.
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Data: The Dut h
orpus

hild book

The Dut h WSD orpus was built as a part of a
so iolinguisti proje t, led by Walter S hrooten
and Anne Vermeer (1994), on the a tive vo abulary of hildren in the age of 4 to 12 in the
Netherlands. The aim of developing the orpus

was to have a realisti wordlist of the most ommon words used at elementary s hools. This
wordlist was further used in the study to make
litera y tests, in luding tests how many senses
of ambiguous words were known by hildren of
di erent ages.
The orpus onsists of texts of 102 illustrated
hildren books in the age range of 4 to 12. Ea h
word in these texts is manually annotated with
its appropriate sense. The data was annotated
by six persons who all pro essed a di erent part
of the data.
Ea h word in the dataset has a nonhierar hi al, symboli sense tag, realised as a
mnemoni des ription of the spe i meaning
the word has in the senten e, often using a related term. As there was no gold standard sense
set of Dut h available, S hrooten and Vermeer
have made their own set of senses.
Sense tags onsist of the word's lemma and
a sense des ription of one or two words (drogen nat) or a referen e of the grammati al ategory ( ets N, etsen V). Verbs have as their
tag their lemma and often a referen e to their
fun tion in the senten e (is/zijn kww). When a
word has only one sense, this is represented with
a simple "=". Names and sound imitations also
have "=" as their sense tag.
The dataset also ontains senses that span
over multiple words. These multi-word expressions over idiomati expressions, sayings,
proverbs, and strong ollo ations. Ea h word
in the orpus that is part of su h multi-word
expression has as its meaning the atomi meaning of the expression.
These are two example senten es in the orpus:
"/= het/het lidwoord raadsel/= van/van prepositie
de/=
verdwenen/verdwijnen
regenboog/=
alleen/alleen adv
kan/kunnen mogelijkheid

# tokens
152.758
# types
10.263
# senten es
12.287
# words per senten e
12.4
# unambiguous words
9.095
4.949
# words that o urs on e
9319
# sense tags
# word/sense ombinations
o uring on e
6.702
% of ambiguous tokens
in orpus
54
Table 1: Basi

orpus statisti s

met/met prepositie geweld/= opgelost/oplossen probleem
,"/=
zeiden/zeggen praten
worden/worden hww
de/= koningen/koning ./= toen/toen adv verklaarden/verklaren oorlog ze/= elkaar/=de/= oorlog/= ./=

The dataset needed some adaptations to
make it fully usable for omputational purposes.
First, spelling and onsisten y errors have been
orre ted for most part, but in the data submitted to senseval-2, a ertain amount of errors is
still present. Se ond, in Dut h, prepositions are
often ombined with verbs as parti les and these
ombinations have other meanings than the two
separate words. Unfortunately the annotations
of these ases were rather in onsistent and for
that reason it was de ided to give all prepositions the same sense tag \/prepositie" after their
lemma.
The dataset onsists of approximately
150,000 tokens (words and pun tuation tokens)
and about 10,000 di erent word forms. Nine
thousand of these words have only one sense,
leaving a thousand word types to disambiguate.
These ambiguous types a ount for 54 % of the
tokens in the orpus. The basi numbers an
be found in Table 1.
For the senseval-2 ompetition, the dataset
was divided in two parts. The training set onsisted of 76 books and approximately 115.000
words. The test set onsisted of the remaining
26 books and had about 38.000 words.
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The MBWSD-D system and
preliminary results

We rst des ribe the representation of the orpus data in examples presented to a memory-

based learner in Subse tion 3.1. We then des ribe the ar hite ture of the system in Subse tion 3.2, and we then present its preliminary
results in Subse tion 4.
3.1

Representation: Lo al and keyword
features

As a general idea, disambiguation information
is assumed to be present in the not-too-distant
ontext of ambiguous words; the present instantiation of mbwsd-d limits this to the senten e
the ambiguous word o urs in. Senten es are
not represented as is, but rather as limited sets
of features expe ted to give salient information
about whi h sense of the word applies.
The rst sour e of useful disambiguation information an be found immediately adja ent
to the ambiguous word.It has been found that a
four-word window, two words before the target
word and two words after gives good results; f.
(Veenstra et al., 2000).
Se ond, information about the grammati al
ategory of the target word and its dire t ontext words an also be valuable. Consequently,
ea h senten e of the Dut h orpus was tagged
and the part-of-spee h (POS) tags of the word
and its dire t ontext (two left, two right) are
in luded in the representation of the senten e.
Part-of-spee h tagging was done with the Memory Based Tagger (Daelemans et al., 1996).
Third, informative words in the ontext (`keywords') are dete ted based on the statisti al
hi-squared test. Chi-square estimates the signi an e, or degree of surprise, of the number
of keyword o urren es with respe t to the expe ted number of o urren es (apriori probability):

X2 =

X (f
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)2

(1)
e
=1
where f is the keyword frequen y and e is
the expe ted frequen y. f is the word frequen y
and e is the expe ted word frequen y. The
expe ted frequen y of the keyword is given in
equation 3.1. It must be noted that the ChiSquare method annot be onsidered reliable
when the expe ted frequen y has a value below
5: e = (f i=f )  f , where f is the frequen y
the ambiguous word w of sense i, f is the frequen y of word w and f is the frequen y of the
keyword.
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The number of o urren es of a very good
keyword will have a strong deviation of its expe ted number of o urren es divided over the
senses. The expe ted probability with respe t
to all senses an be seen as a distribution of the
keyword. A good keyword is a word that di ers
from the expe ted distribution and always oo urs with a ertain sense, or never o-o urs
with a ertain sense.
In sum, a representation of an instan e of an
ambiguous word onsists of the two words before the target word, two words after the word,
the POS tags of these words and of the target
word itself, a number of sele ted keywords, and
of ourse the annotated sense of the word as the
lass label.
3.2

System ar hite ture

Following the example of ILK's previous wordsense disambiguation system for English (Veenstra et al., 2000), it was de ided to use word experts. Berleant (Berleant, 1995) de nes a word
expert as follows: "A word expert is a small
expert system-like module for pro essing a parti ular word based on other words in its vi inity" (1995, p.1). Word experts are ommon
in the eld of word sense disambiguation, beause words are very di erent from ea h other.
Words all have di erent numbers of senses, different frequen ies and need di erent information sour es for disambiguation. With word experts, ea h word an be treated with its own
optimal method.
Making word experts for every ambiguous
word may not be useful be ause many words
o ur only a few times in the orpus. It was
de ided to reate word experts for wordforms
with a threshold of minimal 10 o urren es in
the training set. There are 524 of su h words
in the training set. 10 is a rather low threshold,
but many words an be easily disambiguated by
knowledge a single feature value, su h as of their
part-of-spee h tag.
The software for emulating memory-based
learning used in this resear h is TiMBL (Tilburg
Memory-Based Learner). TiMBL (Daelemans
et al., 2001) is a software pa kage developed by
the ILK resear h group at Tilburg University.
TiMBL implements several memory-based lassi ers. In essen e, memory-based lassi ers use
stored lassi ed examples to disambiguate new
examples.

For ea h word a TiMBL word expert was
trained on that portion of the training orpus
that onsisted of senten e representations ontaining that word. TiMBL was trained 300
times, ea h time with another ombination of
parameters. Ea h of these training sessions
was evaluated with leave-one-out ross validation (Weiss and Kulikowski, 1991) to sele t the
optimal TiMBL setting for a parti ular word, to
be used eventually for lassifying the test material.
For ea h word expert a total of 300 experiments were performed, ea h with another ombination of parameter settings. In this study
the following options were used ( f. (Daelemans
et al., 2001) for rst pointers to des riptions of
these metri s and fun tions):
: (1) all neighbors
have equal weight; (2) Inverse Distan e
weighting; (3) Inverse Linear weighting
feature weighting : (1) no weighting; (2)
Gain Ratio; (3) Information Gain; (4) Chi
Square; (5) Shared Varian e
similarity metri : (1) Overlap metri ; (2)
MVDM
number of nearest neighbours : 1, 3, 5, 7,
9, 11, 15, 25, 45, and 75
distan e-weighted voting

The last step for ea h word expert was to test
the optimal settings on the test set. To evaluate
the results, des ribed in the next Se tion, the results were ompared with a baseline s ore. The
baseline was to sele t for ea h word the most
frequent sense.
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Results

The top line of Table 2 shows the mean s ore
of all the word experts together on the test
set. The s ore of the word experts on the
test set, 84.1%, is generously higher than the
baseline s ore of 74.1%. These are the results
of the word experts only; the se ond row also
in ludes the best-guess outputs for the lowerfrequen y words, lowering the system's performan e slightly.
The same results, now split on the frequen y
of the words in the training set, an be seen in
Table 3. The rst olumn shows the frequen y
groups, based on the word frequen ies in the
training set, the se ond the number of words in

test sele tion
word-expert words
all ambiguous words
all words

#words
15365
16686
37770

baseline
74.1
74.6
88.8

system
84.1
83.8
92.9

Table 2: Summary of results on test material
the test set, and the third olumn shows the
mean s ore of the WSD system. The s ores
tend to get better as the frequen y goes up, exept for the group of 40-49, whi h has the lowest
s ore of all. Note that the baseline s ore of the
group of words with a frequen y below 10 is relatively high: 80.5%.
frequen y #words baseline
<10
1321 {
10-19
868 63.0
644 70.3
20-29
30-39
503 75.9
40-49
390 66.7
1873 73.7
50-99
100-199
2289 77.7
8798 74.6
 200
> 100
10995 75.3

system
80.5
76.8
79.5
83.3
75.9
85.4
83.1
85.6
85.1

Table 3: Results divided into frequen y groups
We an also al ulate the s ore on all the
words in the text, in luding the unambiguous
words, to give an impression of the overall performan e. The unambiguous words are given
a s ore of 100%, be ause the task was to disambiguate the ambiguous words. It might be
useful for a disambiguation system to tag unambiguous words with their lemma, but the kind of
tagging this is not of interest in our task. The
third row of Table 2 shows the results on all
words in whi h the system was applied with a
threshold of 10: The system s ores 4 % higher
than the baseline.
5

Dis ussion

This paper introdu ed a Dut h hild book orpus, generously donated to the WSD ommunity by the team leaders of the so iolinguisti
proje t that produ ed the orpus. The data
is annotated with a non-hierar hi al mnemoni
sense inventory. The data has been leaned up
and split for the senseval-2 ompetition.

The data provides an arguably interesting
ase of a \ at" semanti tagging, where there
is obviously no gain from a governing wordnet,
but alternatively it is not negatively biased by
an inappropriate or badly-stru tured wordnet
either. Learnability results are therefore an interesting baseline to beat when the data would
be annotated with a Dut h wordnet.
The system applied to the data as a rst indi ation of its omplexity and learnability, onsisted of an ensemble of word experts trained to
disambiguate parti ular ambiguous word forms.
The s ore of the system on the 16686 ambiguous
words in the test set was 83.8% ompared to a
baseline s ore of 74.6%. On free heldout text the
system a hieved a result of 92.9%; 4% over the
baseline of 88.8%, or in other words yielding an
error redu tion of about 37%. These absolute
and relative gures are roughly omparable to
performan es of other systems on other data, indi ating at least that the data represents learnability properties typi al for the WSD area.
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